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Minutes
April 28, 2017

1) Review of Dorothy Hood painting gift into the Collection  (Mike Guidry)
The Committee unanimously voted to accept the painting into the Collection.

2) Presentation of Strategic Plan.
Strategic Plan was formally accepted by the Committee.

3) Presentation of proposed Collection labeling strategy for review and approval.
designLab presented a labeling proposal to the Committee for feedback.

4) Update of 50th Anniversary activities.
Weingarten Art Group presented a budget proposal for the Temporary Art Program. A “Friends of Public Art” group was discussed to raise funds to support the program.

5) Updates were provided to the Committee on sub-committee work
   a. Stewardship and Standards – Chair Judy Nyquist updated the Committee that the sub-committee has concluded the development of a policy draft and the policy drafted was distributed to the Committee.
   b. Curatorial Task Force- Mike shared updates on the model for the Grove to support the Temporary Art Program as well as the renderings of the proposed new location for The Carlos Cruz-Diez sculpture.
   c. Marketing Committee- Three local branding firms have been identified to solicit for proposals to brand UHS Public Art. Art for Your Health Walks ended, 9 tours were given to 112 people. UH Public Art Day was held April 22 with 150 attending.